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Abstract
The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between marketing knowledge sharing and developing
competitive advantage. This research is an applied objective research and data collection method of
description-correlation nature the subjects under study by this research are employees of Arak Shazand
petrochemical industry. The sample size was estimated 90 people. The method is stratified random sampling.
A standard questionnaire was used to collect data. Marketing knowledge sharing questionnaire of Moghimi and
Ramazani (2011) contains 17 items and developing competitive advantage questionnaire of Hill and Jones (2010)
contains 16 items. Logical validity (face and content) of questionnaires was reviewed and approved through
several university professors and several experts of this industry. Also, construct validity was reviewed and
approved by confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS software. Cronbach's alpha coefficient of 0.7 was
obtained for variables that indicate internal consistency of items and acceptable reliability of the questionnaire.
The research hypothesis test using univariate linear regression was performed with application of SPSS software.
The results showed that, given that the t-statistic value is greater than 1.96 (t = 6.48), the relationship between
two variables, competitive advantage and marketing knowledge sharing was significant at the 5% error level
.( P − Value < 0.05) Standard regression coefficient (0.57) also specified the share of independent variable in
explaining the changes of dependent variable so that for every one unit increase in variable of marketing
knowledge sharing, competitive advantage increases 0.57.
Keywords: knowledge sharing, marketing, competitive advantage, employee, Arak Shazand petrochemical
industry
1. Introduction
Knowledge has been one of the issues mentioned in the field of management in recent years. Knowledge
management and creativity play a key role in management and increasing competitive advantage in organizations.
Knowledge (insight and awareness) is a stable source of profits for organization in the growing world of
competition. Knowledge sharing has a vital role in the knowledge management because knowledge management
in the division and sharing with others is developed and sustained. Although from the existing knowledge in
knowledge management exists a huge chunk, but in relation to the knowledge sharing, little information is
available and studies related to marketing knowledge sharing are scarce. The main reason of searching for
factors’ affecting this area is this: each company involves two characteristics: creativity and marketing.
Marketing is a covering border area covered in company that relates company to customers, competitors and
other marketing factors. Marketing knowledge is a new field in the marketing and in this filed has had growing
developments. (Hamidizadeh & Azizi, 2009).
Companies design their 4Ps (Product -Price -Promotion –Place) and STP (segmentation, targeting, positioning)
based on their information about customers and competitors. Knowledge about customers includes the needs,
desires, satisfaction and factors influencing their loyalty. Knowledge about competitors leads to complete
recognition of them namely knowledge of their strategies and programs. Final knowledge that is related to the
company about 4Ps and STP of the company based on its strategies. Then the company tries to find a proper
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relationship between customers and competitors (Hamidizadeh and Azizi, 2009).
Source of knowledge and its dissemination in the processes, norms and practices of knowledge within
organizations are merged. Knowledge is source of power, but knowledge sharing is source of great powers,
because knowledge sharing causes knowledge to increase and ultimately leads to financial benefits.
If people share information, views, effective practices, experiences, tastes and lessons learned the performance of
different parts of organization increases. Alternatively, they can also share their common and non-common sense.
(Hamidizadeh & Azizi, 2009).
This study attempts to investigate the marketing knowledge sharing and developing competitive advantage at
personal and micro level in Iran's selected industry (petrochemical industry). This industry is one of the
most important industries in competitive field in Iran.
2. Theoretical Foundations
2.1 Competitive Advantage
Competitive advantage is one of the basic concepts in international business that determines the competitive
position of the organization and enables it to create the defensive position against competitors. An organization
gains the competitive advantage when it creates a great value for its customers compared with other competing
organizations. Of course, there are two distinct types of competitive advantage. The first one is cost advantage
that organizations provide their products and services with a low cost and this is related to low costs of
production, procurement, and distribution and like these. The second one is distinctive advantage that customers
observe more basic difference in product features and organization than competitors.
In fact, competitive advantage is the understanding of competitive strategy through low cost or distinction
through the creation of value. Advantage requires cost of systematic efforts of organization to increase its
efficiency whereas the distinctive advantage is considered as the advantages of product and services, so that with
innovation, increasing the quality of product or services and also quick response to customers' needs and meeting
their expectations could be possible. Prominent scholars and researchers of marketing consider competitive
advantage as the organization's ability to execute one or more ways that competitors cannot face it. Competitive
advantage is vital for the survival and development of the organization in the market. If organization is able to
reach its target and maintains its survival in the market continually, being aware with knowledge of the
marketing activities of competitors and comparing them with its activities also through the development of
competitive special mechanisms it can achieve competitive advantage and overcome the competitors in the
market (Dolat Abadi et al., 2011).
2.2 Knowledge Sharing
Sharing knowledge that has not been well defined in the literature, partly because of the field of research has not
been so active (Bowman et al., 2006). Moreover, this issue is partly due to attention to sharing. Knowledge
sharing happens in organization when members want knowledge from other members to solve their problems.
Dixon noted that "common knowledge" is a knowledge that employees learn from carrying out organizational
tasks. Moreover, he showed that explicit and tacit knowledge requires different processes for sharing. Finally,
(Bartoli et al., 2002) defined knowledge sharing as: People who share information about the organization, ideas,
suggestions, expertise with each other. So, it is observed that knowledge can be explicit or implicit. Explicit
knowledge is expressed in words and numbers, and easily communicated and shared, in the form of hard data,
scientific formulas, codified procedures or universal principals. This knowledge is synonymous with computer
codes, chemical formula, or a set of general rules (Nanoka, 1995). This is a knowledge that can easily be made in
advance, to be placed in books, reported, and used as guidance, etc. This kind of knowledge is best transmitted
through the transfer of technology (Vasco & Faraj, 2000). This view of knowledge is deeply rooted in Western
management philosophy that sees the organization as a data processing machine. In contrast, explicit knowledge
is the concept of tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is very personal and hard for formalizing; making it is
difficult for communicating and sharing with others (at least not through impersonal communication methods).
Intuition and feeling are in this category of tacit knowledge. In addition, tacit knowledge is rooted severely in
practice and personal experience, as well as ideas, values and feelings and covers them too (Nonaka, 1995).
Ultimately, it is the expertise of a person (Fish & Bandar 2000). Nanook suggested that tacit knowledge can be
transferred through social processes, observation and apprenticeship requiring maximum opportunity for both
sources and recipient to work alongside it. So, sharing knowledge, whether explicit or implicit, requires efforts
as part of individual activities to do so.
Not only share knowledge requires efforts on the part of the individual sharing but also includes a confronting
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element. T
This issue difffer knowledgee sharing from
m informationn sharing. Whhile knowledge sharing inclludes
confrontinng elements, innformation shaaring about mannagement is too make availabble informationn to all membe
ers of
the organizzation and it caan be one-sidee and non-requuested.
2.3 The Em
mpirical Recorrd
The Rifuaa et al (2013) conducted a study on the positioning oof infrastructurre componentts of implemen
nting
knowledgee sharing in thhe insurance inndustry where they investigaated the factorrs influencing knowledge sharing
and how too implement itt in the insurannce industry. Their model is sshown in Figuure 1

Figure 1.. The conceptuual model of poositioning infrrastructure com
mponents of im
mplementing knnowledge sharring
(Rifuua et al., 2013)
3. Results and the relatted discussion
ns
e
aappropriate meechanisms in recruitment pprocess and taaking into acc
count
Human innfrastructure: establishing
criteria suuch as the abbility to do teeamwork, inteerpersonal andd written com
mmunication sskills, tendenc
cy to
participatee in sharing annd helping othhers and comm
mitment to thhe organizationn during the sselection of hu
uman
resources; Holding worrkshops and coourses to incrrease the levell of interpersoonal and writtten communication
skills of employees andd familiarize thhem with the iimportance annd the role of knowledge shharing in individual
and organiizational prom
motion.
Process In
nfrastructure (organization
nal): training oor selecting coommitted leadders and managgers as an effe
ective
factor in ssuccessful opeerating of knoowledge sharinng, considerinng the trainingg courses of nnew recruits beside
experienceed forces of orrganization, moore encouraginng of employeees to hold conttinuous by collleagues worksshops
training; P
Providing the grounds
g
for sciientific lecturees by employeees on the varioous occasions iin specialized areas
of activitiees, meetings, training coursses and seminnars by the C
Central Organizzation for ageencies of stafff and
branches aacross the country and enccourage employees to activvely participaate in these prrograms; Mottivate
employeess and enhance their ability too write articless for internal nnewsletters annd publicationss of organizatio
on or
submissionn of articles to specializedd conferences of related innsurances; Sett up a think tank in insurrance
companiess in order to solve
s
the currrent problems of organizatioon and consulltation and discussion abou
ut the
future planns and objectivves of the orgaanization;
Holding innformal meetiings periodicaally to discusss and consider successful aand unsuccesssful experience
es of
employeess; focusing onn teamwork, thhe creation off specialized innsurance grouups and inter-aagency groupss and
working ggroups a factorr for offering aand the applicaation of knowlledge sharing w
within the organization; Creating
an organizzational structure with thee characteristiccs of decentrralization in ddecision-makinng, less laws and
regulations, more flexibiility, more horrizontal structuure or networkk, more inform
mal communicaation for impro
oving
knowledgee sharing; Organizing busineess units so thaat the people w
who have workked continuously with each other
or have goot the most bennefit form excchanging know
wledge with thheir colleagues, be together; effective and close
communiccation of manaager with his subordinates; ccreating a Q & A culture so that employeees participate in the
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discussion of the knowledge and new problems that arise, and give appropriate feedback to each other; creating a
culture in organization that makes the knowledge sharing process necessary and possible among all employees
collectively and commonly, from managers to the operational employees in all the activities of organization;
strengthening active involvement of employees in solving problems of organization and creating an atmosphere
of mutual trust to reach this involvement maker policies and strategies that help free expression of ideas and
opinions, open communication of members, effective solution of conflicts, cooperation, trust and mutual respect
and understanding views of each other in working groups; Considering the financial and non-financial rewards.
In this way employees who do not tent to share their knowledge with colleagues, are encouraged; Revising
indicators of performance appraisal and reward of employees with the aim of honoring the sharing of knowledge
and the use of systematic and periodic written evaluations, with to the possibility of promoting the employees
who are trying to share knowledge to higher levels; More attention of the organization in designing strategic
plans and policies that facilitate the knowledge sharing process and clarify the goals and plans set in the
dimensions of organizational knowledge for all employees.
Information and communication technology infrastructure: The knowledge base of the unit should be
formed established so that speeches, reports and technical documents, personnel experiences, superior
performances of organization, lessons learned from organizational projects are stored in it. Abase of professional
specialized descipliens, specific skills and research interests of staff should be formed and various tactics to
make communication between people with common interests be thought of and even for some time after the
retirement of efficient forces of organization, it could possible for users of organizations to establish direct
contact with them officially. Such an approach leads finally to the creation of library and archives of ideas,
thoughts with organizational value. A system should be designed allowing question and answer communication
between managers, professionals, experts. Automatically referring unanswered questions to appropriate experts,
and holding online meetings and even physical meetings. Virtual training system should be implemented so the
al people who suggestion system of are in different parts of the country be able to use organization's educational
programs, intranet, bulletin boards, meetings, dialogue etc.
Mehdizadeh (2013) investigated the "factors affecting individual behavior, knowledge sharing" and summarizes
that in current business condition, knowledge is one of the core competencies of the organizations that creates
sustainable competitive advantage in them. So knowledge management is the focus of today's businesses.
According to the researchers, the key enabler of knowledge management process in organizations is the process
of sharing knowledge. Knowledge is basically created by the people in an organization. Knowledge sharing is
the main processes of converting individual knowledge into organizational knowledge. Implementation of
knowledge management will not happen in organizations unless employees share their knowledge. Therefore,
this study is designed with the aim of investigating the factors influencing the behavior of knowledge sharing
among employees of Iran Khodro company of Khorasan (car assembly plant) using the theory of behavior. The
methodology of this paper is descriptive and correlate. Questionnaires were distributed between 310 employees
and a total of 220 questionnaires were collected. Reliability and validity, by using factor analysis and Cronbach's
alpha was approved and with the help of structural equation modeling (SEM) and using the software LISREL,
models and hypotheses were tested. Prediction power of the model obtained for behavior of knowledge sharing
is (R2=0.56). The results indicated that behavior of knowledge sharing among employees of Iran Khodro
Company of Khorasan considerably is influenced by the perceived behavioral control proportioned to the
knowledge sharing intention which shows the behavior of knowledge sharing among employees is not
completely under their control. Also the results showed that the attitude variable to knowledge sharing
proportionately explains the intention of knowledge sharing but the correlation between subjective norm variable
and perceived behavioral control with the intention of sharing knowledge was not confirmed.
4. The Definition of Concepts
Marketing knowledge sharing: If people share information, views, effective practices, experiences, tastes, and
lessons learned, performance of different parts of organization will increase and also they can share common or
non-common sense. Knowledge sharing is different from distribution, dissemination and transfer of knowledge.
Someone who shares knowledge is not willing to disseminate just his own information, but he is ready to
understand and learn the target knowledge. Knowledge sharing is a voluntary release of the skills acquired and
individual experiences to the other organization members (Hamidizadeh & Azizi, 2009).
Competitive Advantage: Occurs when a company, in indexes or a combination of indexes, reaches progress,
development and capabilities giving it a superiority to the competitors such as access to natural resources, or
highly skilled manpower, equipment or information technology (Hill& Jones, 2010)
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Hypothesiis: Marketing knowledge shharing has a siggnificant relatiionship with developing com
mpetitive advan
ntage
in the petroochemical induustry.
5. Researcch Methodoloogy
This reseaarch is an appplied researchh in this objecctive and in ddata collectionn method is thhe descriptive
e and
correlativee and like manny similar descriptive studiess, for the collecction of requirred data, libraryy and documen
ntary
study, inteerview and queestionnaire is used. The targget populationn in this studyy is Iran's petroochemical industry
with the A
Arak petrochem
mical industry as the sample. The Petrocheemical custom
mers are considdered based on type
of classifieed products annd filled into eaach category. S
So the sample can properly rrepresent popuulation that is Iran's
I
petrochem
mical industry. In
I this study, thhe following eequation is useed to determinee the sample siize

The sampple size was estimated 90 people. Thee method is sstratified randdom samplingg one. A stan
ndard
questionnaaire was used to
t collect dataa. Variable of m
marketing knoowledge sharinng includes thrree componentts (its
worth for the individual and the organnization, its cuulture in the orrganization thee executives suupporting it an
nd 17
items (Mooghimi & Ram
mazan, 2011) annd variable of developing coompetitive advvantage consistts of 4 compon
nents
(quality, innnovation, cusstomer responssiveness and eefficiency) andd 16 questionss (Hill and Jonnes, 2010). Lo
ogical
validity (fface and content) of questionnnaires was reeviewed and aapproved throuugh several unniversity professors
and expertts in this indusstry. Also consstruct validity was reviewedd and approvedd by confirmattory factor ana
alysis
using AM
MOS software. Cronbach's alppha coefficiennt was obtained over 0.7 forr variables thatt indicated intternal
consistenccy of items annd acceptable reliability off the questionnnaire. Hypothhesis test usingg univariate linear
regressionn was performeed with applicaation of the sofftware SPSS.
5.1 Researrch Findings
Normalityy test of distrribution of vieews for variaables: In ordeer to evaluatee the normalitty of the rese
earch
dimensionns, Kolmogorovv-Smirnov test was used.
H0: Distribbution of reseaarch variables is normal.
H1: Distribbution of reseaarch variables is not normal.
Table 1. Innvestigating noormality of dim
mensions usingg the Kolmogoorov-Smirnov ttest
Static vvalue of Kolmoogorov-Smirnoov
Significcant level (p-value)

Marketingg knowledge ssharing
1.01
0.25

Deveeloping compeetitive advantag
ge
0.59
0.88

Figure 1. Results
R
of markketing knowleddge sharing (M
MKS) before m
modifying the m
model
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The result of Table 1 reppresents the normality of disttribution of resspondents' view
ws.
5.2 Confirrmatory Factorr Analysis
In this secction, factor annalysis of variiables will be investigated aand necessary modificationss on the mode
el are
done.
The resultss of marketingg knowledge shharing (MKS) before the model modification
As you can see in Figgure 1 The reesults of markketing knowleedge sharing (MKS) has bbeen shown before
modifyingg the model as well as the taable of approprriate indicators of model forr the latent varriable of individual
factors is ddisplayed. Theen, we will dispplay modified model and thee table of modiified indicatorss.
Table 2. A
Appropriate inddices of model for latent variiable of managgement of know
wledge sharingg before modiffying
the model
Indexx

Calculateed value

Apppropriate valuee

χ

474.16

2

df

119

----------

χ dff

3.98

χ 2 df < 3

RMSE
EA

0.18

RM
MSEA < 0.06

CFI

0.42

CFII > 0.9

IFI

0.44

IFI > 0.95

GFI

0.63

GFII > 0.9

AGFII

0.52

AGF
GFI > 0.9

NFI

0.37

NFI
FI > 0.9

2

The results of the indicees of appropriaateness of moddel for the lateent variable off management knowledge sharing
before moodifying the model
m
indicatedd the non-apppropriateness oof model, as iit can be obseerved that RM
MSEA
statistic vaalue is more thhan 0.06, and C
CFI index lesss than 0.9. Alsso the ratio of chi-square staatistic to degre
ees of
freedom hhas been greateer than 3. This non-approprriateness is alsso true of the other indices. So the modell was
modified.
5.3 The Reesults of Markeeting Knowleddge Sharing (M
MKS) After Modifying Model

Figure 2. Results
R
of markketing knowleddge sharing (M
MKS) before m
modifying the m
model
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Table 3. A
Appropriate inddices of model for latent variiable of managgement of know
wledge sharingg before modiffying
the model
Indexx

Calculateed value

Apppropriate valuee

χ

122..36

-----

2

df
χ df
RMSE
EA
CFII
2

IFII

GFII
AGFI
FI
NFII

999

------

1.224
0.005
0.996
0.996
0.887
0.88
0.884

χ df < 3
R
RMSEA < 0.06
CFI > 0.9
IFI > 0.95
GFI > 0.9
AGFI > 0.9
NFI > 0.9
2

The resultts of the indices of appropriiateness of moodel for the laatent variable oof marketing kknowledge sharing
after modiifying the moddel indicated thhe appropriatenness of the model, as it can bbe observed that RMSEA sta
atistic
value is less than 0.06, and
a CFI index has been morre than 0.9. Alsso the ratio off chi-square staatistic to degre
ees of
freedom has been less thhan 3.
5.4 The Reesults of Comppetitive Advanttage (CAP) Beffore Modifyingg the Model
As you caan see in Figurre 3, the resullts of competittive advantagee (CAP) before modifying thhe model has been
shown as w
well as the table of indicatorrs of appropriaateness of model for the latennt variable of inndividual facto
ors is
displayed. Then, we willl display modified model andd the table of m
modified indiccators.
Table 4. A
Appropriate inddices of model for latent variaable of competitive advantagge before modify the model
Inndex

Calculateed value

Appropriaate value

χ

354.35

-----

d
df

104

------

χ df
R
RMSEA
C
CFI

3.41
0.16
0.69
0.69
0.63
0.52
0.62

χ 2 df < 3
RMSEA < 00.06
CFI > 0.9
IFI > 0.95
GFI > 0.9
AGFI > 0.99
NFI > 0.9

2

2

IIFI

G
GFI
A
AGFI
N
NFI

Figure 3. Results of ccompetitive addvantage (CAP
P) before modifying the model
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The resultts of the indices of appropriiateness of moodel for the laatent variable of competitivee advantage before
modifyingg the model inndicated the noon-appropriateeness of modeel, as it can bee observed thaat RMSEA sta
atistic
value is m
more than 0.06,, and CFI indeex less than 0.99. Also the rattio of chi-squarre statistic to ddegrees of free
edom
has been ggreater than 3. This non-apprropriateness is also true of thhe other indicess. So the modeel was modified.
5.5 The Reesults of the Coompetitive Advvantage (CAP)) After Modifyiing the Model

Figure 4. Results
R
of markketing knowleddge sharing (M
MKS) before m
modifying the m
model
Table 5. A
Appropriate inddices of model for latent variaable of competitive advantagge before modifying the mod
del
Index
χ2

df

χ 2 dff
RMSE
EA
CFI

IFI
GFI
AGFII
NFI

Calculateed value
142.19
86
1.65
0.08
0.93
0.93
0.84
0.74
0.85

Apppropriate valuee

-----------χ 2 df < 3
RM
MSEA < 0.06
CFII > 0.9
IFI > 0.95
FI > 0.9
GFI
AGF
GFI > 0.9
NFI
FI > 0.9

The resultts of the indicces of approprriateness of m
model for the llatent variablee of competitive advantage after
modify thee model indicaated the approopriateness of model, as it ccan be observeed that RMSE
EA statistic vallue is
less than 00.06, also CFI index more than 0.9. Also thhe ratio of chi--square statistic to degrees of freedom has been
less than 33.
Investigatiing the positionn of research vvariables
To comparre the researchh dimensions w
with the valuee of their test, a single sampple t-test was uused that its re
esults
are in Tablle 6.
Table 6. Siingle-sample t-test to investiigate the positiion of variablees
Variablees

Marketiing knowledgee sharing
Developping
c
competitive
advantaage

Value of test=
=3
t
Degreee of
value freedoom
*2.24 89
**2.9 89

15

p-vaalue
0.027
0.005

Differennce of
mean
0.12
0.19

Confiidence intervall
Loweer
upper
bound
boundd
0.01
0.23
0.06
0.32
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Single sam
mple t-test resuults showed thaat at the level oof error of fivee percent, all aaspects of the rresearch with value
v
of the test (ie 3) had a siggnificant difference so that thheir mean is hhigher than the value of the teest.
The reseaarch hypothesiis test: markeeting knowleddge sharing haas a significannt relationshipp with develo
oping
competitivve advantage inn the petrochem
mical industryy.
To evaluatte the effect off marketing knnowledge sharring variable oon developing competitive aadvantage, first, the
assumptionn of non- correelation betweeen the errors w
was investigatedd using Durbinn-Watson test.
Table 7. R
Results of Durbbin-Watson testt and appropriaateness of moddel
Coefficiennt
determinattion
0.57

of

Squared coefficient of
deetermination
0.32

Moodified coefficcient of
dettermination
0.331

Estimated
stanndard error
8.066

Durbin-Watson
value
2.13

Since Durbbin-Watson vaalue is betweenn 1.5 and 2.5 ttherefore the hhypothesis of nnon- correlationn between erro
ors is
not rejecteed. On one hannd, normality oof errors in Figgure 1 also shoows the normaality holds. So we can investtigate
marketing knowledge shharing effect onn developing ccompetitive addvantage using univariate reggression.

Figure 11. Normality off errors of indeependent variaable in marketiing knowledgee sharing modeel and developiing
compettitive advantagge
Table 8. Effect of variable of marketinng knowledge ssharing on devveloping competitive advantaage
Non-standdard
coefficieent
Varriable

B

F
Fix
Marketingg knowledge
sharing

17.91
0.62

Staandard
eerror
55.18
0.096

staandard
coeefficient
B
Beta
---0.57

t
vallue
3.446
6.448

Significcant
levell
0.0011
<0.0001

Confi
fidence intervall of
95% for non-standa
ard
coefficients
Loweer
upper bo
ound
boundd
7.62
28.19
0.43
0.81
1

As you cann see in table 8, given that tthe t-statistic is greater than 1.96 (t = 6.488), the relationnship between these
two variabbles has beenn significant at 5% error level .( P − Vallue < 0.05) . S
So the relationnship between
n the
competitivve advantage and
a marketingg knowledge sharing is direcct and positive. This meanss that the more the
knowledgee sharing betw
ween the variouus parts of orgganizations inccreases, the moore competitivve advantage of
o the
organizatioon increases. Standard
S
regreession coefficieent (0.57) alsoo so specifies tthe share of inndependent varriable
16
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in explaining the changes of dependent variable that for every one unit increase in variable of marketing
knowledge sharing, competitive advantage increases 0.57 percent.
6. Conclusion
Here, a summary of the findings is presented:
Single sample t-test results showed that at the level of five percent error, all aspects had significant difference
with the value of the test (ie 3) so that their mean has been more than the value of the test.
As the results showed, given that the t-statistic has been more than 1.96 (t = 6.48), the relationship between these
two variables has been significant at the 5% error level .( P − Value < 0.05) . So the relationship between
competitive advantage and marketing knowledge sharing is direct and positive. This means that the more the
knowledge sharing between the various parts of organizations increases, the more competitive advantage of the
organization increases. Standard regression coefficient (0.57) also so specifies the share of independent variable
in explaining the changes of dependent variable that for every one unit increase in variable of marketing
knowledge sharing, competitive advantage increases 0.57 percent.
7. Suggestion
Competitive advantage is one of the basic concepts in international business that determines the competitive
position of the organization and provides it with a defensive position against its competitors. There are two types
of competitive advantage for the organization. Cost advantage and distinctive advantage. Cost advantage for
organizations is important because all organizations can have the price competition and ultimately this will be a
loss to the organization while distinctive advantage creates a positive factor for organization from which the
organization can benefit as long as this advantage persists. Knowledge sharing, especially knowledge of
marketing makes such a distinction to the organization. The more the knowledge sharing and cooperation of
works to achieve it, the more durable the organization’s distinctions as compared with its competitors . So
organizations pay attention to knowledge sharing as a principle and factor for progress and developing
competitive advantage of organization so they are the priorities of modern organizations. Knowledge sharing
may be done orally or written, regular or irregular, delayed or immediate, precise and in-depth or general and
limited. This may be done in three levels with colleagues, with the managers and subordinates. All cases should
be investigated in the organization to improve each of them at the best possible level.
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